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Photographer delivers convocation on reshaping the Native American narrative
Wenshu Wang
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

THIS

WEEK

Matika Wilbur, a photographer and visual storyteller from
the Swinomish and Tulalip peoples of coastal Washington, was
the fourth speaker for the 201819 Convocation Series. Wilbur’s
presentation, “Changing the Way
We See Native America,” was held
in Lawrence Memorial Chapel at
11:10 a.m. on Thursday, Apr. 11.
The convocation marked the end of
a week-long collaboration between
Lawrence students and Wilbur on
a new on-campus mural.
Associate Professor of Music
Brigetta Miller described Wilbur’s
Project 562: “It is a multi-year
national photography project
dedicated to photographing over
562 federally recognized tribes
in the United States, resulting in
an unprecedented repository of
imagery and oral histories that
accurately portrays contemporary
Native Americans.”
An Oneida drum and dance
group performed “Str8t Across” for
15 minutes at the beginning of the
convocation. Then, Dennis Kenote,
chairman of the Menominee Nation
and the Language and Culture
Commission, gave a talk both in
English and in his native tongue
that he was taught by his elders.
In President Mark Burstein’s
welcome, he thanked Wilbur for
coming back to Lawrence and
engaging with students both at
Lawrence and at University of
Wisconsin-Green Bay (UWGB).
Burstein addressed LU’s Appleton
and Door County campuses, both
of which are located on the ancestral homelands of the Menominee
Nation; more information about
the Land Acknowledgement
can be found on the LU website.
Traditional Native American flute
music was played by a Menominee
flutist after the welcome.
Students from Lawrence
University Native American
Organization (LUNA) and UWGB
have worked closely in the past
weeks with Wilbur creating a
mural on campus. Miller introduced the speaker and expressed
deep gratitude to those students:
“Matika has a magical way of giving our Native students and their
allies permission to acknowledge
and be proud of their own cultural
traditions, families and indigenous
ways of knowing, even in spaces
that may not have been historically
designed for us.” She also reflected
on working with Wilbur, saying,
“This work is more than making
art for the sake of social justice.
It’s a way to truthfully show who
we are. It’s a way for us to tell our
own story.”
Wilbur is proud of Lawrence
for making this huge step in the
direction of having indigenous representation on college campuses.
Six years ago, she sold everything
in her apartment and created

Members of Lawrence University Native Americans, University of Wisconsin-Green Bay students and Matika Wilbur’s artistic team in front of the mural that the group created over the
course of the week of Apr. 5 to Apr. 11.
Photo by David Baldwin.

Project 562. Initially, her plan was
to photograph people from over
562 tribal communities in the U.S.,
but she will travel to over 900 by
the time the project is finished.
Wilbur cited her main goal
for Project 562, asking, “Can we
change the way that we see Native
America?” She believes it is possible that U.S. citizens’ stereotypes
of Native America can be changed

by an updated curriculum. She
began entertaining this idea while
teaching at a tribal school in 2009,
realizing that “our core curriculum
does not cultivate our indigenous
intelligence.” She continued, “The
American dream didn’t include us.
When Lincoln said, ‘For the people,’
he didn’t mean Native American
people.”
Since November 2012, Wilbur

has visited 400 tribes, and she will
have six more months to finish
her project. She told the audience
at the convocation that she hopes
they will think about kinship when
they think about Native American
people. She then asked them to say,
“I am on indigenous land, we are
on indigenous land.” The question,
“What does it mean to be an indigenous people?” is hard to answer,

Matika Wilbur is a member of the Swinomish and Tulalip tribes of Washington state.
Photo by David Baldwin.
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but “Where are the indigenous
lands?” is not; Wilbur explained
this is because “identity is inextricably connected to the land.”
John Keikiala A’ana and his
families from the Kanaka Maoli
Nation of Hawaii have farmed kalo
(taro) for several generations. Kalo
is an important food that contains
high protein and has significant
meaning for Kanaka Maoli. In 2002,
the University of Hawaii genetically
modified kalo and patented their
hybridized taro, charging farmers
for the new breed of seed. Many
Native American people protested
for six years. As a result, in 2008
the state of Hawaii designated kalo
as a state plant in a bill to ban
genetically modified taro on the
islands of Hawaii. Wilbur explained
the significance of this, saying, “By
developing a relationship with
seeds, we began to heal ourselves
from the inside out, because our
ancestors have been developing
that relationship with the land for
so long.”
Another story told was
about the movement at Standing
Rock. The land being protected
at Standing Rock holds the resting bones of the Sioux, Hidatsa,
Mandan, Lakota, Nakota and
Dakota people. Protestors were
fighting against the fossil fuel
industry’s digging up their ancestor’s bones.
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Russia
A court in Moscow convicted
63-year-old former Norwegian
border guard Frode Berg of
espionage on Tuesday, sentencing him to 14 years in prison.
This came after the Russian
government convicted a former
police officer in December for
passing files relating to the
country’s Navy to the border
guard. That officer received a
sentence of 13 years. Berg’s
attorney stated that his client
would not be appealing the
decision, and instead expects a
diplomatic solution between the
Norwegian and Russian governments to set him free with a
pardon from Russian President
Vladimir Putin. Putin commented following a meeting with
Norwegian Prime Minister Erna
Solberg last week that he was
waiting for the court’s ruling
before taking any action related
to a pardon or other solution.
The trial in this case was closed
to the public, with access being
given only when the ruling and
sentence were announced on
Tuesday. (Al Jazeera)

World

France
A fire started Monday afternoon
local time at the famous Notre
Dame cathedral in Paris in what
has been reported by French
authorities to have likely been
an accidental blaze, though the
exact cause remains unknown as
of Tuesday afternoon. The fire
burned through the night and
resulted in the collapse of the
central spire that the building was
well-known for. The blaze started
shortly after the cathedral closed
for the evening and resulted in
no fatalities, with one firefighter
reported to be seriously injured.
Massive crowds turned out to
watch the blaze and some took to
singing Ave Maria as night fell on
the city. Following the incident,
French President Emmanuel
Macron said, “Notre Dame is our
history, our literature, part of our
psyche,” and pledged to rebuild
the structure. “Let’s be proud,
because we built this cathedral
more than 800 years ago, we’ve
built it and, throughout the centuries, let it grow and improved it.
So I solemnly say tonight: we will
rebuild it together.” (NPR)

COLORES recognizes
Day of Silence

McKinley Breen
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Harassment and the silencing of the LGBTQ+ community has
been occurring for centuries, and
while in recent years, the course
of the world has been changing,
things are far from perfect. In fact,
it can be easy for those who do
not have to live in fear of expressing their identity to look at how
things have changed and say, “Why
are you complaining? Look at all
that has been done.” This further
silences the LGBTQ+ community
and causes their harassment to be
ignored in potentially extremely
harmful ways.
This is what the Day of Silence,
occurring on Apr. 12, seeks to overcome. First started in 1996 at the
University of Virginia, the Day
of Silence seeks to raise awareness of the harassment of LGBTQ+
folk. It has now been adopted by
Lawrence University. At first, it was
only practiced by around 150 students at the University of Virginia.
Within the next year, nearly 100
schools adopted it. Now, it is truly
a nationwide event.
The Day of Silence was organized and brought to attention
by the student-led organization
COLORES, a LGBTQ+ people of
color organization. Their goal is to
spread the word about the harassment of the LGBTQ+ community
and then take steps to bring an
end to said harassment, making
colleges more accepting and accessible for LGBTQ+ students.
It is easy to criticize the Day
of Silence for being hard and dis-

ruptive, but that is the point. It is
supposed to be hard and cause disruptions over the course of the day.
The struggles that LGBTQ+ folk go
through on a day-to-day basis more
often than not forces them to be
silent and prevents them from living their best lives.
Thus, by dedicating just a day
to try and show those struggles,
it can be made clear to the wider
population what the difficulties of
being an LGBTQ+ person are. While
only LGBTQ+ people participated
at first, they highly encourage allies
of the LGBTQ+ community to participate as well. In fact, this is one
area that many allies still struggle
with and why the Day of Silence is
so important.
Allies might be very accepting
and open to those who do not fall
into sexual orientation and gender
norms, but they do not understand,
and as such might accidentally dismiss, crucial needs of the LGBTQ+
community. By not just allowing,
but also actively participating in
the Day of Silence, allies can begin
to understand those they wish to
support.
The Day of Silence, by its very
nature, does not promote much
discussion on the subject of harassment and acceptance, but that is
not necessarily its goal. Its immediate effect is to raise awareness
about harassment of LGBTQ+ folk.
That is why COLORES and many
LGBTQ+ people in general want it
to be followed by a day of dialogue
in order to talk about how these
challenges can be solved.

News

Compiled by David Baldwin
Thailand
A dog was found swimming over
125 miles off the coast of Thailand
on Friday and was rescued by
a group of oil rig workers. The
workers attempted to retrieve
the dog with a long pole, but the
dog kept slipping off. The workers ultimately decided to throw
a rope around the dog, who hung
on solemnly, staring at the rescuers as they pulled him to safety.
Workers gave the animal, which
they promptly named Boonrod
(which roughly translates to survivor), water, electrolytes and
a bath. After being returned to
the mainland on Monday morning local time, the dog was taken
to a national charity and then
transferred to an animal hospital
in Songkia province. One of the
workers, Vitisak Payalaw, stated
on his Facebook page that the dog
would stay at a shelter until he
regains strength, at which time
Payalaw would be willing to adopt
him if no one else does. (CNN)

Algeria
A top army official in Algeria
stated on Tuesday that “time is
running out” to end the political
protests that have embroiled the
nation’s capital in recent months
ahead of the scheduled election
on Jul. 4. The protests, which have
led to the resignation of Algeria’s
President Abdelaziz Bouteflika and
other top officials, are calling for a
complete overhaul of the political
system in the country, including
the removal of the former president’s political allies from power.
Protesters have also implied
corruption in the transitional
authority, the body tasked with
organizing and executing a smooth
transition of power. “We will continue to march until a transitional
[authority] led by clean politicians
is set up,” Algerian medical student Mira Laifa told the AFP news
agency, as quoted by Al Jazeera.
The interim president has pledged
to have a transparent election
process and defended his appointment as the country’s leader for a
90-day period under the Algerian
constitution. (Al Jazeera)

Indonesia
In Indonesia this week, election workers have taken on the
enormous task of distributing
ballots to the most remote
regions of the country in preparation for the national election
coming up on Wednesday.
Everything from charter boats
to walking (for, in some cases,
days) between villages to using
helicopters and small planes to
access mountainous regions is
part of the effort. Along with
the challenge of distributing
ballots, the government must
make sure that people know
who the candidates are, a major
problem when most of the population does not have electricity, much less internet access.
Despite all of these challenges,
the process has gotten easier
than in previous years according to election worker Daud
Mita. “In a few areas, we have
been able to start going by land
because the roads have been
paved, although another flood
has destroyed the new bridges
we were starting to use,” he
said. Such improvements are
the result of additional funding
for infrastructure the national
government has made available
to villages. (Al Jazeera)

Fox Cities Reads:
Matthew Desmond
Photos by Sarah Navy

See page 5

Tweet of the Week

“some mondays you walk into work knowing
nothing about millipede genitalia, and by
10:00am it’s a whole new world.”
-@falconhood

Matthew Desmond, author of “Evicted: Poverty and Profit in the American City,” visited
Lawrence University on Apr. 12 to speak and sign copies of his book. The book follows
eight families in Milwaukee as they struggle to make ends meet. It won the Pulitzer Prize in
2017 for general nonfiction.
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“Rage”

By Tia Colbert

Horoscopes
The Signs as Things on my JetPens.com Wishlist and Their prices—
because my Birthday is coming up

Vegetable Day
By Allie

By Simone Levy
Aries (Mar. 21 - Apr. 19) - Visconti Van Gogh Fountain Pen - Irises - Broad Nib $239.20
Taurus (Apr. 20 - May 20) - Nagasawa Original Pro Gear Slim Fountain Pen Rokko-Island Sky - Medium Nib - $196.00
Gemini (May 21 - Jun. 20) - Sailor Jentle Miruai Ink (Seaweed Indigo) - Four Seasons - 50 ml Bottle - $19.00
Cancer (Jun. 21 - Jul. 22) - Platinum Classic Citrus Black Ink - 60 ml Bottle $25.00
Leo (Jul. 23 - Aug. 22) - Robert Oster Heart of Gold Fountain Pen Ink - Shake ‘N’
Shimmy - 50 ml Bottle - $24.00
Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sep. 22) - Pilot Custom 912 Fountain Pen - Black Body - Music
Nib - $225.00
Libra (Sep. 23 - Oct. 22) - Mark’s HiBi Weekly Notebook - Pink - $9.75
Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21) - Diamine Dragon Blood Ink - Shimmering - 50 ml
Bottle - $18.50
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) - Zebra DelGuard My Neighbor Totoro Mechanical Pencil - 0.5 mm - Totoro Green - $13.00
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) - Morris Round Tip Scented Retractable Highlighter
- Pink (Strawberry) - $2.80
Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) - Kaweco Perkeo Fountain Pen - Cotton Candy - Medium Nib - $16.00
Pisces (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20) - Pentel Orenz Mechanical Pencil - 0.5 mm - Peach Pink
- $7.00

Lore-ence

New crying spaces on campus
By Claire Zimmerman

Much Love, Little Lady
By Celeste Reyes

There are some things you just
need a special place for. Bathrooms,
laboratories and smoking huts all
have specific purposes and rules
for students to follow, and we as a
campus are better off as a result.
However, there is one thing that
students do that currently does not
have a specialized location: crying.
Every Lawrentian has let
a big tear leak from their bloodshot eyes every once in a while.
With demanding course loads and
excessive obligations, even the
most ambitious students have to
let loose sometimes. While many
believe that crying on the go is
a right, others wish for a more
secure and secluded place to let
some feelings out.
There are very few places
around campus where students
can cry comfortably. People have
often said that at college you’re
never truly alone. For those who
want some more privacy, lounges,
classrooms, bathrooms and even
their bedrooms don’t quite cut it.
With this treasured Lawrence tradition of breaking down over a
substandard grade, we need to find
a better alternative.
Over the years, Lawrence has

installed smoking huts around
campus. These huts have served a
great purpose to students, as the
designated spots for smoking help
students who cannot or prefer not
to be near smoke breathe comfortably. Willy Snivel, the I came, I saw,
I conquered director, is in charge
of determining what new buildings
need to be made at Lawrence. He
has seen the need for private crying spaces and has decided to give
students everything they’ve ever
wanted, modelled off of the smoking huts. Starting next week, we
should expect to find some exciting
new changes around campus.
Explaining his ideas, Snivel
said, “As a Lawrence alum, I know
how important it is to find a good
crying spot. For me, it used to be
the railroad bridge, but that’s been
shut down.” Snivel broke down into
tears upon remembering the closure of the bridge. After a few minutes of sobbing, Snivel said, “Follow
me.”
I followed Snivel into the
woods behind Trever Hall. We
stopped in front of a port-a-potty.
“This,” Snivel sniffled, “is my stroke
of genius. We’ll have port-a-potties
around campus for the specific use

of private crying spaces. Please
give me a moment.” Snivel stepped
inside to demonstrate. While the
port-a-potty may have shaken as
he sobbed, it was a solid structure
and did not tip. Snivel emerged
triumphantly.
“You can expect to see these
crying huts around campus starting next week,” Snivel announced.
When asked about the possibility
of students using them for other
purposes, Snivel explained, “The
social code prohibits it. There
will only be one time of year that
students will be allowed to use
our crying huts for their original
purpose. LUaroo is a time when
everyone is happy, and therefore
we won’t need crying huts. We may
have a demand for port-a-potties,
though. Don’t worry, we will definitely clean and return the huts to
their original locations after the
event.”
While students may not be
able to use these crying huts in the
winter, they will serve the campus well during the warm months.
Expect to see a bunch of port-apotties around campus in the near
future.
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Big ninth inning rally isn’t enough for the win

Madeline MacLean
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Thanks to the weather, many
teams have had to move their
spring season schedules all around
in order to accommodate for
Mother Nature. Baseball is definitely no exception. At this point in
time, the Vikings were supposed to
be 10 games into their conference
season. However, they have only
now completed their sixth conference game.
The Vikings started their conference season with a series against
St. Norbert College. Even this series
was affected by the weather. They
almost made it through without a
hitch, but due to weather, ended up
finishing a game the following day
at St. Norbert. The Green Knights
swept that series and you have to
wonder if the weather had anything to do with it.
The weekend of Apr. 13 and
14 was supposed to consist of
four home conference games: two
versus Monmouth and two versus
Cornell. Softball had an identical
schedule on the docket. However,
thanks to the chilly temperatures
and the three inches of snow, those
games were not played. Softball
ended up playing Monmouth in
Lake Forest, just so they could get
a conference game in. Baseball was
not so fortunate and had to postpone all four games.
Fortunately, the Vikings’ base-

ball team was finally able to start
their series against the Chicago
Maroons on Tuesday, Apr. 16. The
team travelled to the University
of Chicago to play the first two
games of the series in the middle
of the week. A big rally in the first
game left them just short and lead
to a Chicago sweep of the double
header. Chicago won the first game
10-8 and the second game 12-2 in
only seven innings.
Freshman Spenser Ross continued to shine, as he has all season,
going 4-for-4 in the first game with
a double, driving in a couple runs
for Lawrence. He was followed by
senior Nolan Spencer who went
2-for-3, also with a double and
scoring a couple runs. Freshman
Clayton Agler also helped the team
out by scoring a run while going
2-for-5. This opening game had a
slow offensive start for the Vikings,
picking up only in the eighth and
ninth innings.
The Vikings went into the
eighth inning down 10-2. They
began to close the gap with a runscoring double by freshman Jacob
Charon and an RBI from Spencer.
They headed to the ninth inning
still down 10-4.
The ninth inning was
Lawrence’s big rally inning. Agler
and junior Patrick McDonnell started the inning with a pair of singles.
Junior Rudy Mueller-Schrader had
a well-timed walk to load the bases
for the Vikings. Junior Reno Zemrak
smashed an RBI single and Spencer

followed with another RBI. Ross
smacked a double, scoring MuellerSchrader and Zemrak, cutting the
lead to 10-8. It was only after their
third pitching change of the inning
that Chicago was able to get their
third out with a pop-up. This was
an admirable rally at the end of the
game that came from the efforts of
the entirety of the line-up.
Unfortunately, the rally energy
did not flow over into the next
game of the double header. Chicago
and Lawrence both scored a run in
the first inning, but Chicago was
the one to capitalize after that. The
Maroons scored five times in the
following inning, once in the third,
three more in the fifth and two in
the seventh. The Vikings did, however, manage to get six hits in the
game, include doubles from Agler
and McDonnell. The Vikings ended
up losing 12-2 in seven innings.
The Vikings are currently 0-6
in conference but have a lot of
games left to play. As a team, their
batting average holds at 0.285 with
an on base percentage of 0.384. No
one should be counting these guys
out. They continue to perform in
their games, coming just short of
getting those wins. They continue
their season with a series against
Chicago on Monday, Apr. 22, at
home at 12 p.m. and 3 p.m. Even
with a lot of the season left to play,
every game counts and these guys
are looking to pick up a lot of wins
in the near future. Go out and show
support for your Lawrence Vikings.

weather gets warmer we should
see some really great things from
this team.” The Vikings showed
true progress and persistence this
past weekend with their results
despite 40-degree weather with
extreme winds. This was not ideal
for any of the events in the throwing, jumping or running sections,
but the Vikings were able to capitalize despite the conditions.
On the women’s side, the
Vikings performed exceptionally
well against the other teams at the
meet, especially in the sprinting
events. Sophomore Nora Robinson
placed sixth in the 100-meter dash
and eighth in the 200-meter dash,
setting two new season bests.
Robinson, sophomore Emily Hoeft,
junior Mikaela Hintz and sophomore Imani Duhe finished fifth in
the event with the 4x100 relay in
52.28. On the distance side of the
meet, senior Molly Doruska finished fourth in the 5000-meter run
with a time of 19:09.91, which is
another personal best for Doruska.

This time raises her to the sixthplace ranking in the Midwest
Conference. Junior Christina Sedall
finished sixth in the same event
with a time of 19:45.28. In the
field and throwing events, Hoeft
finished fifth in the triple jump
while junior Brielle Petit finished
ninth in the hammer throw, moving her up in the conference rankings to ninth place. The women
Vikings finished in seventh place in
the overall team standings, finishing two spots ahead of Lake Forest
College who is also in the Midwest
Conference with Lawrence.
The men’s side faced a little
more difficulty in their competition, but still had some excellent
finishing spots. Sophomore Ethan
Simmons had the strongest finish
amongst the Vikings on Saturday,
finishing fifth in the 400-meter run
with a time of 54.57. This was his
first time running the 400-meter
in the outdoor season, and he followed this feat by running the
4x400-meter relay with freshman

Juniors Mike Brady and Tony Caputa keep spirits high as they battle Chicago.

Hot bats in the final two innings come up just shortin their Chicago series opener.
Photos by Caroline Garrow.

Track and field successful at Pioneer Invitational

Tina Schrage
Staff Writer

______________________________________

This past weekend, Lawrence
University’s men’s and women’s
track and field teams headed to
Waukesha, Wisconsin, to partake
in the Pioneer Invitational hosted
by Carroll University. Going into
this meet, the Vikings were focused
on staying healthy, meaning no
injuries or illnesses going into the
weekend, and staying warm. The
weather was nowhere near ideal
for the Vikings this past weekend, which can be rough when all
the events are held outside with
no place to recover for warmth.
However, as the season progresses,
the weather might start to turn
better for all spring athletes. “[This
weekend] there were many season
bests and some lifetime bests for
those running jumping and throwing,” stated Assistant Coach Lisha
Zill. “We are progressing and getting better each week, and once the

Convocation

continued from page 1
Wilbur took photographs at
the protest, and witnessed violence,
dehumanization and wildness.
“Those things can’t be unseen,” she
said. “We are all accountable for
demanding visibility of all people.”
When Wilbur was in India, she
found out that Native women are
the most victimized in the nation.
Three out of four have experienced
sexual assault or abuse in their
lifetimes. She said that we are at
a critical time to change such terrible facts.
Jennie Parker, a teacher at tribal schools, experienced the crisis,
overcoming it and creating a new
narrative. She is the figure in the
middle on the mural at Lawrence.
Parker has been teaching native

language for 25 years. Her daughter was terribly abused and passed
away. Even though Parker had
a bad heart attack after hearing
that, she recovered because of her
granddaughter’s support. Parker
actively leads reforms to protect
Native American women and children right now.
Dr. Mary Evelyn Belgarde is
a retired professor of indigenous
education from the University
of New Mexico. She has helped
establish several charter schools
focused on indigenous education
and has raised funds to support
thousands of Native students. She
is also well-versed in the history of
boarding schools and governmentengineered education systems
of assimilation. Belgarde asked,
“When are we going to stop asking
our children to choose between
cultural education and Western
education?” She continued, “I think

we are ready to stop the assimilation process. The time to change
is now.”
Wilbur then showed a video
about Native youth sharing their
feelings about current education
and how they often feel unsupported in their communities
and within the American education system. She also shared her
experience working on a study
called “Reclaiming Native Truth.”
Researchers went to universities
all over the U.S. to investigate how
young Americans perceive Native
America. 84 percent of junior
undergraduate students believed
the Native American people to be
extinct. 64 percent of those students believed that we all have
equal opportunities.
In pursuit of changing the
minds of students, Wilbur and others involved in this project created
a six-week course to educate them.

Cameron Wicks, junior Mik Patel
and sophomore Cullen Allard. This
relay team finished in fourth place,
a mere five-tenths of a second
behind Lake Forest’s relay team,
with a time of 3:45.79. Allard finished in eighth place for the 800meter run with a time of 2:04.23.
The men’s Vikings finished in tenth
place in the overall team rankings,
beating eleventh place’s Velaasa
Track Club by one point in the
standings.
Now that the Vikings have two
outdoor meets under their belt for
the season, they are looking forward to their home meet which
will be held at Whiting Field on
May 4, and the championship season which will be Conference and
Nationals that will occur in midMay. “This week we are working
on our relay handoffs and are continuing to look at technical form
more closely as we near the end of
the season,” commented Assistant
Coach Zill. Once the techniques and
technicalities are worked out for

It turned out that none of the students changed their minds after
the course. Another approach they
tried was bringing different people together and letting them eat
together. The result was positive
and the students voted differently. Representation matters; 2018
was the first year in American history where two Native American
women were elected to Congress.
The pathway to justice has its
place in policy, but the relationships in our lives are also important. “Our relationship to land
is what defines us,” Wilbur said.
“Active decolonization is developing relationships with land, water
and people who are different from
us.” Despite the great losses experienced by indigenous people,
Wilbur said that “we are living in
a time of incredible spiritual and
cultural resurrection.” She continued, “We can move beyond the sad

the Vikings, they will be able to
focus on the race and motivating
themselves to move forward in the
season. While they are looking at
their handoffs and their form, the
team will also need to stay healthy.
Some competed in this week’s
meet, which occurred on Thursday,
Apr. 18, at St. Norbert, while a few
of the distance runners travelled
to California for a meet. With all
of the travel and the fluctuations
in weather, the team is at risk of
catching illness or injury. If they
manage to care for themselves and
for their bodies, they will be ready
to compete in the championship
season which is only a month away
for the Vikings.
The next meet that all of the
Vikings will partake in is their own
home meet, the Viking Invitational.
Since it is their only home meet of
the season, attendance for the meet
is highly encouraged and is a good
way to support Lawrence and their
athletes.
stories of our past and begin creating a future together. We can build
a dream together. We are allowed
to dream.” Wilbur has been dreaming about a modern world that
embraces its indigenity, and she
invites all of us to help build that
dream.
An informal Q&A session followed immediately after the convocation at the Buchanan Kiewit
Wellness Center. The next convocation, “Education for Effective
Action,” will be delivered by
Professor of Psychology and
Director of Inclusive Pedagogy
David Burrows on Tuesday, May
21, at 11:10 a.m.
While the mural created by
Wilbur, LUNA and UWGB was
unable to set properly due to the
inclement weather, the artistic
team has plans to repair it in the
coming weeks.
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Softball drops two against Monmouth

Molly Doruska
Staff Writer

______________________________________

It has not been an easy start
to April weather-wise for the
Lawrence University softball team.
The cold, wet, windy and snowy
weather has postponed six games
so far and has forced the team
inside for practice on numerous
occasions. Even so, the team is
keeping a positive attitude about
the weather. Junior Amanda
Karnatz said, “We make the best
out of the situation. It is hard to
go from playing outside to being
in the gym, but we do the best
we can.” Sophomore Ceara Larson
added that some keys to battling
the weather are, “Lots of layers
and flexible schedules! The biggest
thing is being able to adjust to the
elements and just keep battling.”
This past weekend, the team
escaped the Wisconsin wind and
cold by traveling south to Lake
Forest, Illinois, for a double header
against Monmouth College. The
team is in the heart of their conference schedule, so these matchups
are important for determining the
final standings and who makes the
conference tournament.
In the first game, neither

team wasted time before scoring
their first run. Monmouth put one
run on the board in the top half
of the first inning and Lawrence
responded in the bottom half of
the inning when junior Emilia
Jackson drew the bases loaded
walk to score Karnatz. Monmouth
added another run in the second inning. The Lady Vikes then
took a 3-2 lead in the third when
junior Lexi Angemi singled to score
senior Sophie Pederson. This was
followed by a single from senior
Madeline MacLean which scored
Larson. Monmouth took the lead
back in the top of the fourth inning
as they scored two runs. Lawrence
added one run in the bottom of
the inning to cut the Monmouth
lead to 5-4 on a Monmouth error.
A Monmouth homer in the seventh inning made the score 6-4 and
though the Lady Vikes were able to
add another run in the game on a
MacLean single that scored junior
Maria Reiter, they could not score
enough and lost a close game 6-5.
The second game belonged to
Monmouth. Once again, both teams
scored a run in the first inning.
Lawrence’s run came off of a
Larson single that scored Karnatz.

However, this was the only run the
Lady Vikes would get in the game.
Monmouth scored a run in the third
inning, two in the fourth and added
another in the seventh to win the
game 5-1. Lawrence did have more
hits than Monmouth with nine
compared to Monmouth’s eight in
the contest. There were also two
doubles for the Lady Vikes in the
contest hit by MacLean and sophomore Liz Jonjak.
The
two
losses
drop
Lawrence’s record to 7-15 overall and 4-4 in Midwest Conference
play. Even so, the team is keeping a positive attitude about things
and working on getting better. “The
season has been going alright,” said
Karnatz. “There have been some
close games that we have lost, but
we have been competing.” Larson
added, “We are off to a strong start
in conference and figuring out our
flow as a team. We are learning
more every game and are excited to
continue conference play!”
The team hopes to keep
improving. As Karnatz explained,
“One of our team goals has been to
get better every day no matter the
outcome of games. Another goal
would be to make the conference

tournament.” Larson echoed this
sentiment saying, “I’m really excited to see us finish out conference
play and keep fighting to make
conference!”
Currently, Lawrence is sixth
in the Midwest Conference standings. The top four teams make the
conference tournament, so there is
work to do. Yet, they are not that
far behind and there are lots of
games still yet to be played. While
the team knows that the rest of the
season will not be easy, they are
looking forward to the challenge.
“I am looking forward to finishing
the season on a high note,” said
Karnatz. “I know that we have a
chance to do fairly well in the conference.”
The Vikings will play a lot of
games in the next week and a half.
Lawrence is scheduled to be back
in action on Thursday, Apr. 18,
when they host Ripon College for a
double header. Next, University of
Chicago will travel up to Appleton
for a double header on Saturday,
Apr. 20. Then it is right back into
conference play as they close out
their season the following week
against the remaining conference
foes.

With only two matches remaining before the Midwest Conference
tournament, the pressure of the
season continues to increase. This
pressure leads to reflection on
weaknesses, strengths and goals.
“I find that my biggest weakness
at the moment is my strategy,” said
Delgado. “Technically I would say
that I am quite good, but if I would
be able to combine my technique
with a better strategy when playing, I would improve my game a
lot,” said Delgado. An interesting
fact about Delgado is that he is
from Spain. Regarding this, Delgado
commented, “As a Spaniard, playing
tennis in the U.S. was a big change
for me. I grew up playing on clay
courts, which is drastically different from the hard surface we play
on here at Lawrence. As a junior, I
have now adapted quite well to this
faster surface and feel more comfortable than I did as a freshman.”
The difference between freshman
year season and junior year season
can be and usually is drastic. Major
improvements are made as athletes continue to work hard at perfecting their sport. On top of that,
the circumstances of every season,
regarding team rosters, weather
and schedules, is always different
and somewhat unpredictable. This

year has not been an exception.
This season has been a little
unusual due to the inconvenient
weather. Many matches have had to
be moved inside rather than getting
home matches on our own home
courts. This disjointed season has
not deterred any of the guys, however. “I began playing tennis when
I was 11 years old,” said Delgado.
“It was a sport that most of my
family enjoyed. As I improved, I
began to enjoy the sport and I
haven’t stopped playing since. As a
student-athlete, playing tennis has
helped improve my time management skills and become an overall
better student.” The reasons for
playing outweigh the frustrations
that come from the weather and
other factors of playing.
The head coach of the men’s
tennis team, Steve Francour, commented on the performance of
his team this last weekend. Coach
Francour said, “We came out and
played strong in doubles. No. 2 and
No. 3 doubles really had to work
hard for their wins. In both matches we were ahead and had to finish
strong for the wins. [Sophomores]
Matt Chan and Evan Oriel were able
to serve strong in their tiebreaker
for the win. Arivella returned well
in the later stages of the match

to aid in the victory. Delgado and
[junior] Cade Francour played very
solid singles to help us get our two
singles wins.” This team’s strong
bond will help them grow and push
further into the higher ranks of the
conference as they play on in the
future.
“Our goals are still to finish
as high as we can in the regular season to get a good seed for
the team tournament,” said Coach
Francour. “Every practice is a
chance to improve and get better.”
He continues commenting on the
team and this season, saying, “This
season has been great because we
have been able to win some close
5-4 matches. Our conference is
very close and to come out on top
with these close matches has been
very satisfying. This season has
had to have people step up and do
more than in past seasons. It is a
great group to coach. Continuing
to work hard and improve will
help us reach our peak potential”.
The future, in terms of making it
into conference, is still unknown.
However, one thing is for sure: the
men’s tennis team will not go down
without a fight. Their final home
match is this Saturday, Apr. 20, at
11 a.m. Go out and support these
Vikings.

Men’s tennis team takes win over Lake Forest

Kelli Quick
Staff Writer

______________________________________

The men’s tennis team played
against Lake Forest this past
Sunday. This meet came down
to the doubles matches, which is
where the Vikings took the lead,
outplayed Lake Forest and took
the win. Two players in particular had a big hand in this: juniors
Andrea Arivella and Aiden Delgado.
Delgado commented, “Our biggest accomplishment as a team
was beating Lake Forest. I believe
that the key to our win was our
mental toughness. Historically,
we have had a big rivalry against
Lake Forest and our teams have
not gotten along very well over the
years. Throughout our matches,
our opponents created several situations where we could have lost
control of the match. Staying calm
played a key role in our win”.
Lake Forest College tends to
have highly competitive athletics,
making them a great opponent.
“Lake Forest has always been a
tough opponent,” said Delgado.
“We expected a hard match and
rose to the occasion as a team. Our
early lead in doubles gave us the
upper hand and two singles wins
were sufficient to secure the win.”

Day of Silence

continued from page 2
But until that time, the Day of
Silence is an important step in ending the harassment and silencing of
the LGBTQ+ community.

GET READY
Auditions Are This Term

May 7 @ 9 p.m.
Harper Hall

STANDINGS
MEN’S TENNIS
TEAM
MWC OVR
Grinnell
8-0
22-4
Lake Forest 6-2
11-9
Lawrence 4-2
9-8
Cornell
5-3
13-8
Illinois
4-4
8-10
St. Norbert 3-4
6-11
Monmouth 3-5
4-12
Ripon
1-6
2-9
Knox
0-8
1-14
BASEBALL
North

TEAM
MWC OVR
Chicago
2-0
13-4
St. Norbert 6-2 11-11
Ripon
5-3 11-10
Beloit
1-3
9-12
Lawrence 0-6
3-14
South

Monmouth
Grinnell
Knox
Cornell
Illinois

6-2
5-3
5-5
1-3
1-5

SOFTBALL
TEAM
MWC
Monmouth 10-2
St. Norbert 9-3
Lake Forest 6-2
Grinnell
6-2
Illinois
7-3
Lawrence 4-4
Cornell
4-8
Ripon
2-8
Beloit
1-9
Knox
1-9

16-7
11-15
8-21
13-11
11-14

OVR
13-15
16-12
13-11
9-17
9-9
7-15
14-14
7-21
7-25
6-24

*Updated as of 04/17/2019*
UPCOMING HOME EVENTS

*Softball vs. Chicago
Apr. 20
1 p.m. and 3 p.m.
*Men’s Tennis vs. Ripon
Apr. 20
11 a.m.
*Baseball vs. Monmouth
Apr. 22
12 p.m. and 3 p.m.
*Softball vs. Lake Forest
Apr. 25
3 p.m. and 5 p.m.

Standings are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
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Real Womxn’s Voices: Meralis Alvarez-Morales

Smailyn Nicasio
Columnist

_________________________________________________

To identify as a womxn is to expect solidarity with others who identify the same
way. The assumption that there is a universal
and singular womxn experience erases the
nuances and variety that exists. This column
seeks to address those intersections in an
effort to celebrate and deconstruct the reality
of womxnhood by exploring the various ways
it is expressed.
In the midst of this interview, freshman
Meralis Alvarez-Morales asked if we could
break for roughly 30 minutes. One could
imagine that a conversation based deeply
in personal experiences could become overwhelming, but that was far from the reason why she asked for this recess. Alvarez
maintained a calm demeanor throughout the
interview, even while juggling issues regarding the personal, politics, economic mobility,
social injustice, abstract concepts, religion
and all the interconnected webs that exist
in her life.
Alvarez quickly logged on to a scheduled
phone interview for a potential internship in
her hometown of Chicago before launching
right back into our conversation. If there is
one lament Alvarez has, it is that there is not
enough time for all her activities (notably
as the Project Coordinator of LUCC, Vice
Chair of Student Welfare Committee and a
chair nominee to both the Judicial Board and
the Committee on Diversity Affairs (CODA)).
Alvarez spreads herself thin sometimes, all
in pursuit of her singular ambition. Her
singular focus, however, does not limit but
rather empowers her. She retains her agency
through all of her decisions with a keen selfawareness and fearlessness.
Alvarez was born in Ponce, Puerto
Rico, but she spent her formative years in
Chicago, Illinois. Her family retained a strong
connection to their homeland and national
identity, notably through exclusive use of
Spanish at home, but there was a schism
for Alvarez. She felt like she would never
belong anywhere because she could never be
American enough or Puerto Rican enough.
Even becoming bilingual became a balancing
act. “I had to learn English to survive, not
to communicate,” she explained. “I realized
that when you don’t know the language,
people control your narrative, make you look
incompetent and take away your agency. [I]
learned the language to become autonomous
over my being.”
As much as she loves Chicago and the

Karina Barajas

Freshman Meralis Alvarez-Morales.
Photo by Sarah Navy.

camaraderie it fosters, there is a darkness
that is undeniable. Coming to Lawrence,
Alvarez had hoped to get in touch with a
softer side of herself. Instead, Alvarez finds
herself to be much harder—for the better.
Now, she is unwilling to compromise on her
purpose and will break tradition if necessary
to create opportunities for herself. “I already
am everything I envisioned myself to be,”
Alvarez said, “but [my motivation] is improving my quality of life, my parents’ quality of
life. I have a clear vision of what I want my
life to be, but in order for me to ascend, I had
to descend into knowing myself. I wanted to
be the best version of myself.”
“I want to be a professional recording
artist,” she continued, “sharing my music,
my story and my experience. I want to take
back my agency and widen the light given
to Puerto Ricans. I want to be a part of
the rewriting.” She left the Conservatory of
Music in her determination to break into that
space by paving her own way. Alvarez noted
that currently, the Puerto Rican voices that
dominate the music industry are distinctly

masculine and consumerist. The door hasn’t
been made wide enough for Puerto Rican
womxn, especially ones that aspire to use
their platform to both empower and make
bodies of art. Alvarez wants to widen that
door and create meaning through her multidimensionality.
Alvarez is distinctly aware of how easily
her narrative and voice can be silenced or
manipulated. She maintains that Western
culture prefers only to allow one voice from
a group speak for its entire population and
that it further labels that voice as the group’s
definitive experience. Outreach for diversity and inclusions tends to be superficial
because of this notion. It is why she is so
adamant in her involvement in student organizations that offer outlets to express onself.
Only she will be able to speak and fight for
herself. If other Puerto Rican womxn relate
to her experience, good comes from her persistence. If other Puerto Rican womxn rise
up and rebel against her perspective, all the
better. Her presence will have opened opportunities for their involvement and changed

Work It: Tech Crew

Columnist

_________________________________________________

The Conservatory of Music promotes
the performing arts with concerts, recitals, convocations and much more. A lot of
work happens behind the scenes to make
these performances possible. This week, I
interviewed juniors Susie Francy and Ethan
Mellema about their involvement in Tech
Crew and making the magic happen.
Tech Crew involves two facets: stage
managing and audio recording. Students can
also volunteer to usher performances. Tech
Crew hires Fall and Winter Terms.

Francy is a psychology major and music
minor. She has been trained to do stage managing and audio engineering, but likes audio
engineering the most. She originally applied
to be an usher because she thought Tech
Crew would be intimidating, but her friend
encouraged her to join.
Francy has worked one year in Tech
Crew and is excited to return next year. Her
favorite part of the job is recording engineering and being able to work with the mixer
and recording equipment in the booth. Her
job allows her to listen to more concerts
than she would attend otherwise due to her
class schedule. The most challenging aspect
of the job is getting sound levels adjusted
because sound varies from voice to a drum
set and the challenge is to get the sound to

Junior Tech Crew member Susie Francy.
Photo by Anton Zemba.

be adjusted accordingly.
In addition to Tech Crew, Francy
is involved in the Boards of Alliance for
Psychological Health, Colores, and Gaming
Club. She is also a CORE Leader and is part of
the set-up crew for the Conservatory, which
involves setting up risers for choir concerts.
The most important skill she has learned on
the job is how to communicate between the
stage manager and performers to solve tech-

nical problems before performances.
Francy recommends Tech Crew to anybody who interacts in the Conservatory in
any way. Being comfortable with both stage
managing and engineering helps with getting more opportunities, and pay and hours
are more flexible. Francy wishes she had
those skills going into the job.
Mellema stage manages for Harper Hall
and the Chapel. He moves pianos, music

the focus.
Alvarez refuses to be categorized by
simplifying identifications that produce generalizations. This is why she does not consider herself a feminist because of its historical
tendency to exclude non-white womxn. She
finds herself leaning more towards womanism, but even within that ideology, there are
problems in its discourse because it also suffers from the same flaw.
“I stand up for whoever I stand up for
[because] injustice is injustice,” Alvarez said.
“If I were to just say I’m advocating for the
Puerto Rican community, I have to realize
that there are so many communities that
exist within that one community. To make
generalizations is dangerous because it limits.”
Alvarez thus revels in her complexity.
Her complexity has allowed her to fight for
so many things as an artist, an activist and a
human being. “I live and breathe for music,”
she smiled before sternly adding: “I live and
breathe for other things too. And that’s okay.”

stands and chairs on and off stage before
and in between performances. He also is
a recording engineer for student and faculty recitals. For Mellema, the main difference between stage managing and recording
engineering is that stage managing requires
dressing in formal black clothes and interacting more directly with performers.
Recording engineering is more removed
from being on stage. Mellema prefers stage
managing. He has been on Tech Crew since
his freshman year. He was running out of
money by the end of Fall Term freshman
year, saw signs in the Conservatory about
tech crew, applied for the job and started
working in the beginning of Winter Term.
In training, he learned how to work with
pianos, how to do lights, how to prop open
the door, do recordings and use equipment.
In Harper, he learned how to work the
screen, set up microphones and wrap microphone chords. As an organ performance
major, Mellema does not have much time
for extracurriculars outside of academics.
However, he sings in Viking Chorale and
plays organ in small ensembles and for the
choir in a local church.
“At the end of the day it’s not about you,”
Mellema said. “It’s about the performers and
making sure things run smoothly for them.
Tech Crew allows Conservatory performers
to be in the shoes of knowing what goes on
backstage, and it’s a rewarding job in helping
performers do their best.”
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#Toxic MasculinityLU: Terrorism and the “Big Build”
Andrew Brown
Editor-in-Chief

_________________________________________________

Content warning: terrorism, gun violence, mental health.
This column explores topics concerning
toxic masculinity. Tweet your thoughts, questions and concerns with #ToxicMasculinityLU,
or email me at lawrentian@lawrence.edu
with the hashtag in the subject line.
This Saturday, Apr. 20 marks 20 years
since the Columbine High School shooting of
1999. This terrorist attack was orchestrated
by two teenage boys, who murdered 12 of
their classmates and a teacher at the high
school. “The Washington Post” reports that
there have been more than 226,000 students that have experienced gun violence in
schools since Columbine, with 143 students
being killed in these terrorist attacks at 233
schools in the U.S.
If these numbers do not make you
mad, here are some more things to consider: According to ABC News, in 2018 the
U.S. averaged a little bit more than one
deadly mass shooting per month, among

them the school shooting that took place
at the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School in Parkland, Fla. and the shooting
that took place at the Tree of Life Synagogue
in Pittsburg.
Aside from the obvious issues of gun
regulation and the frequent denial of white
terrorism in the U.S., there is one striking
commonality among the majority of these
mass shootings: the person behind the gun
is almost always a cisgender man. Of the 20
deadly mass shootings in 2018, 19 of them
were conducted by men. In one year, we
saw several incidents of fathers killing their
children and wives, teenage boys massacring
their peers at school and your “average Joe”
taking lives in churches, restaurants and
neighborhoods.
It is undeniable that toxic masculinity
is playing a major role in the terrorism seen
in America. Many of these male suspects are
angry, violent and apathetic loners. Toxic
masculinity makes all these characteristics
manifest in all types of men. And before I
get into the details below: do not think I am
validating the lofty claims that terrorism is a
mental health issue rather than a gun control
issue. Instead, I am highlighting how toxic

masculinity promotes violence and aggression by restricting men from accessing and
relieving emotional tension that is building
up within them.
In 2005, psychiatric expert Suzanne
Brownhill and other psychology researchers
penned a paper titled “’Big Build”: Hidden
Depression in Men,” which concluded that
men who are experiencing depression will
not talk about how they feel, and may even
lack the ability to understand that they are
depressed. Instead, men tend to lose sleep,
become more irritable, fight and act violently
when they are confronting major mental
health issues. Men also will not seek help
from their loved ones or professionals and
even will distance themselves from these
people.
Because of toxic masculinity, many
men are conditioned to repress their emotions. This tends to make men incapable of
expressing their emotions, partly because
they are afraid of seeming “weak,” and partly
because they do not know how to even
articulate how they feel. This creates the “big
build”-up of emotions and frustration within
men that ultimately get expressed through
extreme anger and violence, which, as evi-

denced by the statistics above, is frequently
resulting in massacres at mass proportions.
As we move closer towards solutions
to the rising numbers of terrorism in the
U.S.—with gun regulation on the top of that
list—we need to consider how our gendered
expectations are only worsening the situation. Mental health screenings should be an
essential part of the process of buying guns.
Schools should provide free and accessible
counselling for all of their students and need
to take more action when students report
domestic violence in their households. In
general, we need to be frequently checking in
on our loved ones to ensure everyone knows
they have someone to turn to when complicated feelings of anger, frustration and
depression seep in. Each of these approaches
help limit the reaches of toxic masculinity
and can dismantle the big build-ups that are
happening within the people of our homes
and communities.
In the next edition of my column, I will
take a deeper look into mental health and the
disproportionally high suicide rates among
men, and how toxic masculinity affects the
individual mind.

Illustrations by Genevieve Cook
Features Section Editor
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Molly Ruffin

SPAMALU Presents: Little Shop of Horrors

Staff Writer

______________________________________

In a revival of the traditional
musical ”Little Shop of Horrors,“
members of Student Produced
Musicals at Lawrence University
(SPAMALU) performed the show
set in the 1990s with a few changes in order to update the work.
Performances were held at Cloak
Theatre on Apr. 12, 13, 14 and
included an open dress rehearsal
on Apr. 11.
The production was based on
the 1960s’ film by Roger Corman
with screenplay by Charles Griffith.
In the performances at Lawrence
University, members were under
the direction of senior Mikaela
Bolker. Music was directed by
senior Maggie Smith.
Bolker set out to direct ”Little
Shop of Horrors“ as a sort of “culmination of everything [she’s]
learned at Lawrence.” As a theatre
arts major with a minor in film
studies, Bolker was determined to
put her skills to the test. Her goal
with this production was to involve
as many non-music and non-theatre students as possible in order
to represent different groups and
majors on campus.
Many underclassmen participated in ”Little Shop of Horrors,“
showing a true future for SPAMALU.
Both stage managers, Emilia Ciotti

Hernández and Mindara KruegerOlson, were freshmen. This representation of freshmen students
shows a potential groundwork
being lain for SPAMALU’s success
in the future.
This fast-paced musical not
only contains upbeat music, dance
and a puppet, but it also touches
on serious topics without making
these topics the focal point of the
show. Instead, it simply raises conversation. Members of the cast and
crew participated in discussions
of race, class, gender identity and
sexuality during the preparation
process.
For example, the character of
Orin Scrivello, performed by freshman Colleen Bur, involves a “problematic and complex portrayal of
an abusive partner who is also
an active practitioner of BDSM”
according to senior David Philyaw,
the Lighting Designer for ”Little
Shop of Horrors.”
This production evokes questions and discussions of moral
ambiguity, consent and success
with its complex characters and
plot. As the show tells the story
of poor Seymour Krelborn, played
by sophomore Jack Murphy, aspiring to success with his famous
and secretly carnivorous plant,
Audrey II, the audience is inevitably humored by his struggle but
also presented with many moral

dilemmas.
The plant puppet, Audrey
II, controlled by sophomores
Lauren Turner and Oscar LundayBrautigam and voiced by junior Joe
Dennis, convinces Seymour to murder multiple people in his quest
to get a girl and fame. Not only
does Seymour’s success involve

bals throughout the song amplified
the intensity of the clarinets, which
sounded like buzzing bees, and the
flutes, which at times reached a
painfully high pitch. The piece certainly had a sharp edge to it that
kept the audience on the edge of
their seats throughout.
Following was the title piece
“Masquerade For Band,” written
by Vincent Persichetti. What began
with slow, low drones from the
tuba became a chaotic journey
through a slew of different tempos
and tones. The xylophonist came
in intermittently with quick scampers across the bars which gave the
song a feeling of a cat-and-mouse
chase.
After
the
intermission,
the Symphonic Band, which is
open to students outside of the
Conservatory as well as in, opened
with a thrilling piece entitled “The
Fly.” A clapper was used throughout the song, reminiscent of
repeated attempts to swat a fly.
At various points throughout the
piece, different students would
lasso a rope-like object above their
heads. Clarinetists raised their
instruments like trunks to create a buzzing sound; trombonists
muted their instruments to produce a sound right out of a 1940s
cartoon. The piece ended with a
bang in which director Matthew
Arau tok the fly swatter he had
been conducting with (“It’s not

every concert that I get asked to
conduct with a fly swatter”) and,
in a final motion, brought it down
with a shout of frustration; it was
a wonderful, crowd-pleasing performance.
The next piece, “Diamond
Tide,” was inspired by the image
of melting a diamond into liquid
(which, Arau mentioned, is only
possible if the diamond is subjected to 10 million times the normal
atmospheric pressure on earth).
The piece definitely gave off a
“melty” feeling, with slow, seamless scales climbing down in the
first movement and a xylophone
effect in the second movement that
sounded like icicles being struck
with mallets.
The final piece only used the
notes of the C blues scale and was
written to sound like a train—specifically a train going from New
Orleans to Chicago, two cities
famous for their jazz scenes. The
song did indeed sound exactly like
a fast-moving train, and the whistle
that was occasionally blown certainly added to this effect.
The Masquerade concert
made for an entertaining and energetic spectacle that stood out from
past performances by the Wind
Ensemble and the Symphonic
Band. The two groups’ next and
final concerts of Spring Term, on
May 18 and May 25 respectively,
should not be missed.

The ensemble cast of “Little Shop of Horrors” in a performance last weekend.
Photo by Taylor Blackson.

Masquerade for Band and Ensemble

Camille Robertson

Staff Writer
______________________________________

The Lawrence University
Wind Ensemble and Symphonic
Band held a concert in Lawrence
Memorial Chapel on Saturday, Apr.
13, at 8 p.m. The two groups performed for about 45 minutes each
with a 15-minute intermission
between the Ensemble’s exit and
the Band’s entrance. The show was
titled “Masquerade,” each piece
meant to represent a different
character, a different mask.
Departing from tradition,
Wind Ensemble performed first.
Wind Ensemble is comprised of
select wind and percussion students whose “repertoire consists
of the finest wind music from Bach
to major contemporary composers
and occasional works by talented
Lawrence students” (Lawrence
University). Director and conductor Andrew Mast explained after
the opening piece, “Nonet,” that
unlike usual, the Ensemble was
kicking off the show that night
because the pieces in their program had an edge to them “like a
dark German chocolate.”
Mast’s description proved
accurate when the Ensemble
jumped into their next piece
entitled “Never Forget, Never
Remember,” which began with a
loud pound against the drum and
a crash of the cymbals. The steady
banging of the drum and the cym-
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potential problems with morals,
but it also causes some questioning of what truly defines success
and glory.
Work with ”Little Shop of
Horrors” for this year’s production began last spring with meetings discussing artistic visions and
logistics with the production team.
Rehearsals with the cast began

around the third week of Winter
Term quickly following the auditions that occurred shortly after
winter break.
According to Bolker, this
year’s production of “Little Shop of
Horrors” was “the most ambitious
show in terms of budget and cast
size through SPAMALU.”

Sam Goldbeck

ence into the piece. This first act
is the only Renaissance era piece
we heard, as Gray moved us swiftly
into the 18th and 19th centuries
for selections from “Carmen” as
well as pieces by Beethoven and
Brahms. These pieces seem to all
have a dance theme in common,
even if some of them aren’t explicitly or exclusively dance-focused. It
was quite the interesting program.
Gray defined the Baroque era
in part as being more restrained
and the Romantic period being
more dramatic, evidenced by
the transition of styles from the
Praetorius dance collection to the
more extravagant “Themes from
Carmen” by Georges Bizet. One
of the smaller chamber ensembles, comprised of Gray and cellist Marion McKinney, played the
familiar “Habanera” theme as well
as the “Prelude” and “Argonaise.”
They played with the confidence
required of two lone instruments
taking on such a massive and opulent piece of music.
The second smaller ensemble took their place to perform
“Bagatelle Op 119, No. 1,” by
Ludwig van Beethoven, featuring a
bassoonist, a cellist and two violinists. They were again assisted by
Gray and played beautifully. These
young performers had at this point
have sufficiently displayed their
skill at the strings and bassoon, but
they combined again and blessed
us with another performance.
The finale was a piece by
Johannes Brahms titled “Hungarian
Dance No. 1.” The combined performers did a very good job performing what sounded like a very
difficult piece, one that is hard for
even seasoned veterans to play,
and it was all the more impressive because these are middle and
high school students who are doing
this outside of their regular school
schedule.

Lawrence Academy Chamber
Ensembles showcase talent of
Appleton youth

Staff Writer

______________________________________

Gracefully led by teacher Carrie Gray, the Lawrence
Academy Chamber Ensembles
played in Harper Hall on Saturday,
Apr. 13. They played tunes from
the Baroque and Romantic periods
with pauses in between as Gray
educated the audience a bit about
the music itself and the process
that the ensemble undertook to
bring this music to us. There were
five performers in total, including
Gray.
The Lawrence Academy of
Music is a community program that
operates through the conservatory
to bring advanced music education
and training to younger musicians.
The Academy is a nonprofit division of Lawrence University and
a member of the National Guild
for Community Arts Education. In
addition to teaching and training
local students from the community,
the Academy provides outreach to
assist area school music programs,
as well as offering guided opportunities for Lawrence Conservatory
of Music education students to
hone their teaching skills. As Gray
stated in the program, “The performance...is about the sharing of a
musical journey with an appreciative community,” and it is apparent that this is the most important
aspect of the recital rather than
“perfection.” I certainly appreciated the talent and passion that
these young performers brought to
Harper Hall.
The combined ensemble
started off with selections from the
“Terpsichore” collection of instrumental dances from 1612 compiled
by Michael Praetorius. One can
imagine these pieces being played
by a much larger ensemble, but
these young musicians really held
their own and drew their audi-
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A celebration of the melodica

Milou de Meij

Columnist
______________________________________

Have you ever wanted to play
an amplified trumpet keyboard? In
the summer of 2017, I unwrapped
my beloved pink melodica that I
had impulsively ordered three days
earlier from Amazon Prime. What
commenced was a beautiful two
years of fun, including performances on my best friend senior Xiaoya
Gao’s piano recital, gigs with the
Improvisation Group of Lawrence
University (IGLU) and the New
Music Ensemble, a spin at LUaroo
and in the water opera “Breathe.”
There’s nothing quite like the
sound of the melodica. It’s kind
of “reedy” like a wind instrument,
a little nasally and very present.
In the beginning, I was extremely
shy about playing it, especially in
improvisation groups where I’d
just hide away looking for long
tones I could hold, but through time
I’ve learned to celebrate my instrument’s piercing and boldly present
sound. The modern melodica was
created by the musical intrument
company Hohner in the 1950s and
has gained incredible popularity,
especially in music education in
Asia. In 1966, Steve Reich wrote a
piece called “Melodica” that heralded one of the first usages of the
melodica as a serious instrument.
One well-known melodica player
is the Brazilian musician Hermeto
Pascoal who created a technique of
singing and playing the melodica
at the same time, thus increasing
the harmonic possibilities with the
instrument.
The modern melodica is a fairly accessible instrument. There are
a few different types: soprano and
alto melodicas, which are the highest pitched and thinnest sounding;
tenor melodicas, which are lower
pitched and played more typically
like a piano on a flat surface with
a tubal mouthpiece; and accordinas, which are made of metal and,
while played like a melodica, have
buttons like an accordion instead
of keys. Their range usually spans
two or three octaves. They are

Emily Austin

also very affordable instruments.
I bought mine for $30 on Amazon
with fancier melodicas retailing for
about $100. Melodicas also come
in a wide variety of colors and
Heid Music in particular sells some
really beautiful ones.
My favorite way to play the
melodica is without a mouthpiece
and just sticking my mouth right
onto the mouthpiece insert hole.
I’ve found this is a great way to
play with a softer sound and even
get some slight vibrato. One can
also circular breathe while playing melodica, although this takes
a much more advanced melodica
player than I! You can also bend
pitches. Chords and playing the
melodica like a piano is “possible,” although I prefer treating the
melodica more like a trumpet and
experimenting with single note
melodies and colors.
The biggest reason why everyone should play melodica, though,
is that there’s something about
the beautiful ridiculousness of the
instrument that brings so much joy.
In particular, my melodica looks
like a toy, but it can make such a
nice sound! My roommates, senior
Ava Huebner, senior Evie Werger,
senior Xiaoya Gao, and I came
together to form our living space—
the infamous “Melodiquad”—and
host frequent “melodijams” celebrating the instrument. Each of our
melodicas are different colors and
we toot along to pop songs as well
as just free jamming and improvising. Every time I pick up the
melodica, I am filled with a rush of
happiness. As a pianist, it always
makes me marvel to see how my
breath can connect with sound,
which is something I suppose most
wind instrumentalists are used to,
and I also love experimenting with
the tone colors and possibilities
this new instrument can create.
It might look like a cheap toy, but
it also holds worlds of musical
opportunity. I would never have
guessed, when I first ordered that
cheap toy instrument, at all the
performances it would bring me
to and all the wonderful people I
would meet because of it.

Photo Feature:
open movement jam
Photo by Julia Balestri

Senior Zoe Lee moves with other students and Instructor of Dance, Margaret Paek.

Photo Feature:
peter mack guest recital
Photo by Quinten Giglio

This week, Lawrence had the pleasure of hosting Peter Mack, a doctorate of piano performance, who gave a lecture, lead a
master class and presented a guest recital.

Stretching Nature: a senior composition recital

Staff Writer

______________________________________

On Saturday, Apr. 13, at 5
p.m., David Fisher’s senior recital commenced with “Petrified,
Splintered,” a string quartet played
masterfully by senior violinists
Katie Li Weers and Joanie Shalit,
junior violist Julien Riviere and
senior cellist Joshua Tan. Written
in the fall of 2017, this earlier work
in Fisher’s Lawrence career was
based off the concept of petrified
wood, but instead of the normal
process of a broken branch becoming skeletal, he “was thinking about
the opposite process where a tree
is petrified and you have this mass
of conglomerate material and then
something breaks off later.” He said
in an interview that in writing the
piece, he was thinking about this
concept “as a musical process,”
experimenting with a minimalist
composing style that can be typical
for string quartets in particular.
In listening to the piece as
an audience member, it is obvious that the sharp and piercing
repetitive pitches played by the
violins are representative of this
“splintering” and create a concrete
image of pieces breaking off of a

whole with the constant swelling
and moving patterns of the viola
and cello. The instruments traded
off these patterns throughout, ending in a unison section with an
extended coda of high violin single
pitches that left the audience holding its breath in their seats. Fisher
explained later that the structure
for his recital was inspired by a
previous composition student
and, like them, he “connected [his
recital] together with a theme and
dramatic trajectory.” He specifically
chose the woods, realizing that all
of his pieces had some connection
to nature and all test those boundaries of the natural world in their
own way.
The second piece, “Song of
the Trees,” used poetry by Mary
Colborne-Veel
interspersed
between flute lines in each of its
six movements. The work was performed by three flutists: sophomores Zoe Adler, Carmen Magestro
and junior Juan Hernandez. The
three flute lines wove in and out
of each other, using fluttery techniques and sometimes pausing in
their playing to speak a few words
such as “we are the trees” and
“we build against the sun.” Fisher
explained that he utilized indeter-

minate methods for the performers, giving them agency over the
length pitches should be held.
He was especially inspired by his
participation in the Improvisation
Group of Lawrence University
(IGLU), and encouraged by his professors to bring that experience to
his compositions. Fisher believes
in “giving freedom to the people
playing” his music and reiterated
how “the energy and inventiveness the performers brought to the
piece added so much.”
One aspect of his style Fisher
mentioned was his aversion to
program notes, saying, “[I don’t]
like reading program notes that tell
you what to hear or what to feel,
that’s just so subjective. It takes the
fun out of the experience.” This is
why he structured his own spoken
introduction to the fourth piece
on the program to be brief and to
the point. “Slenderman: Waukesha
Attack” is based on the “horror
creation, Slenderman, an abnormally tall man who always wears
a business suit with a pale white
body, and featureless face.” Fisher
became obsessed with the character, following his stories on a
YouTube channel and playing video
games that included his stories,

until he heard of the attack by
two twelve-year-old girls on their
female classmate in the woods
of Waukesha, Wisconsin close to
his hometown of Appleton. He
described the music written in
response to this brutal event in
Slenderman’s name as “intended to
track the events from Slenderman’s
inception in 2009 on the internet
forums, to this very real attack in
2014.”
Listening to the piece on
Saturday, which was written for
the renowned High Score Festival
that Fisher attended this past summer, the emotional reactions of the
audience to the dramatic and sometimes startling music was palpable.
Fisher utilized avant-garde techniques in his composing to exacerbate the unnaturalness and spooky
factors of the piece’s story, using
the piano, brilliantly played by
senior Craig Jordan, as the theme
for the two girls and their fantasy
of becoming Slenderman’s proxies
through their friend’s murder. The
twisted ostinato that occured in
the violin, played by junior Jessica
Gehring, and in the cello, played
by junior Julia Johnson, brought a
sense of urgency and doom. The
piece ended in 19 strikes on the

piano to signify the 19 times the
girls stabbed their classmate in the
woods. The piece was performed in
almost complete darkness, adding
to the scary feel.
Fisher’s last piece, written for
the Fresh Ink Festival, was based
off of an old Wisconsin folk tale,
bringing the composer back to his
roots. “The Brothers’ Revenge,”
which Fisher described as “the
quintessential Midwestern ‘twobrothers-walk-into-a-bar’ story,”
quickly turns sour and supernatural forces come out to play. Writing
for piano, cello and flute—played
by Jordan, junior Julian Bennett
and senior Emma Reading, respectively—was new territory for
Fisher and he experimented with
having each instrument represent
a different character or part of
nature in the piece to tell the story
more effectively. Fisher’s closing
recital and culmination of his work
at Lawrence was truly an impressive finale, and it is certain that
whichever direction he takes with
composing after graduation, he
will continue to be successful.
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Transphobic incidents
at Lawrence University
Lawrence boasts a strong dedication to inclusivity regarding LGBTQ+ students. With a large percentage of its student population identifying as LGBTQ+, Lawrence generally proves to be an accepting
and safe environment for students of this demographic. However, over the past several years, there have
been multiple instances of transphobic vandalism on campus, the most recent of which occurred in both
Colman Hall and the Hurvis Center for Film Studies. Both buildings were the targets of vandalism that
reflected sentiments against gender neutral bathrooms.
On the morning of Apr. 8, program support coordinator for the Hurvis Film Center José Lozano
discovered that the gender neutral bathroom signs in the film center had been defaced in permanent
marker with a “W” and an “M,” standing for women’s and men’s. He quickly covered the vandalism with
two sticky notes, which were subsequently taken down by another unknown person. The bathrooms in
Hurvis have been designated gender neutral to reflect the progressive nature of the film department and
the faculty’s encouragement of inclusivity. Lozano asks of the perpetrator, “What could they possibly be
wanting to get out of this?” He also noted that “it is illegal to vandalize private property.” The graffiti has
since been removed and the faculty intends to review the security footage.
In Colman, a residence hall with gender-segregated floors, students had been writing messages on their floor whiteboard that insisted some transgender students be excluded from using the
floor bathroom. As a reaction to these comments, the residence life staff in Colman has removed the
whiteboard. This incidence, however, is not limited to a singular whiteboard and permeates the campus
culture outside of Colman.
Gender neutral bathrooms are essential for promoting inclusivity on campus and access to
them should be expanded. Transphobic and any other hateful vandalism should not be tolerated at
Lawrence, or anywhere else for that matter. Lawrence must be more active in preventing and reprimanding this vandalism, as well working to provide more resources for its LGBTQ+ students.
We spoke with freshman Sterling Ambrosius and sophomore Quentin Washington to discuss gender
inclusive facilities on campus as well as queer student experiences at Lawrence in general. Ambrosius is
the Chair of the Student Welfare Committee as well as Chair of the Gender Inclusive Facilities Task Force
(GIFT). Washington is the founder of the Trans Student Support Group and also a member of GIFT. Both
students in the LGBTQ+ community have had their own personal experiences of discrimination regarding gender conformity. Washington recalled times where he had been kicked out of gendered restrooms
and Ambrosius mentioned that oftentimes ze has not felt safe in binary male-gendered spaces and had
faced losing friends over zir choice to use “women’s” restrooms instead.
It was through these personal experiences, indicative of a greater issue of gender discrimination, that they decided to take action. Washington said, “Lawrence is known for [implementing] change,
but only when it is forced into those changes.” Washington specifically had put up fliers in Hurvis in
order to let people know that it was a gender-inclusive space and meant to encourage respect. He was
dismayed by the negative reaction coming from the vocal minority. However, GIFT is specifically working
to implement policy that will protect these spaces and to create more of them.
Ambrosius stated, “Technically, according to the Lawrence policy, we are allowed to use whatever
restroom we want, but in practice it doesn’t normally work that way. So the goal this year is not to
completely eliminate gendered restrooms, because we know that a lot of people who might come from
a more conservative background just aren’t okay with that yet.” The current goal that has been set out is
to have 50 percent of bathrooms on campus be non-gendered within the next year or so.

See page 12
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A human requirement

Mara Kissinger
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Here at Lawrence, we have all
sorts of general education requirements. There’s global, there’s lab,
there’s quantitative and of course
there’s diversity. But I would argue
that we are missing something in
our curriculum that is relatively
covered by diversity but could be
covered even more. What I am
referring to is a requirement to
take either a gender studies or an
ethnic studies class. Now sure, getting through the general education
requirements is already difficult
and a little bit tedious, but I think
this is actually an essential topic.
Now I will admit I have my
own biases, seeing as I am a gender studies major, but I am not just
being partial because I think that
my major is the most important. I
think that classes like these should
be required because it would help
us understand each other and our
society better. Ethnic studies and
gender studies involve a lot of critique and questioning of our current world as it is today, which
is essential because too often we
take things for granted when we
don’t fully understand their origins. We take gender and sex as
given and static categories, for
example, when we can see in gender studies that this is not truly the
case. We can see a very wide variation in terms of sex characteristics and gender presentation both
within our society and outside of
it. Similarly, we take as a given that
our justice system is mostly fair
and equal, when ethnic studies can
show us that it is not.
These understandings, while
they may seem trivial if you have
plans to study things like biology or physics, are actually vitally
important, even in STEM fields.
This is because these concepts will
help everyone understand the context that they work in and how they
can help make their work environments and the world in general a
better and more equitable place. A
white male mathematician working in a department of all white
men might not question why or

how that came to be the case unless
he took a gender or ethnic studies
class. If he took those classes and
absorbed the literature, he might
better notice the lack of diversity
and, instead of blaming the unrepresented groups, consider how
he might better promote a more
diverse faculty. Similarly, a white
doctor might consider the fact that
doctors are more predisposed to
doubting pain in people of color
and try to notice how they behave
differently. Education in both of
these examples might lead to better work environments and better health for many individuals. If
people start criticizing practices in
their workplace and in their communities that exclude and erase
people, we have a chance to actually fix the issue. However, if we are
not committed to requiring these
classes, they cannot do the work
that they were designed for.
This would also not be the
most difficult requirement. Ethnic
studies and gender studies overlap
with a bunch of different fields,
such as biology, sociology and film
studies. We do not just need the
inclusion of a gendered element—
it has to also break down the structures of power in place and the
problems with our current understandings. The theoretical required
class must think critically about
what we take for granted and try to
dismantle hurtful thought processes that people are indoctrinated
into. We also cannot simply throw
the requirement in there without
any thought. Students at Lawrence
are exceedingly busy and we need
to find better ways to support the
incorporation of these courses. We
should be able to maximize flexibility while also steering people
towards disciplines and ways of
thinking they might otherwise
avoid. In the end, requiring these
courses can do more than get you
a job. They can also help you make
our society just generally better.
Taking my first gender studies
course was truly life-changing for
me in so many ways, not that I think
that everyone will grow to love the

See page 12

Body Talk: Words matter, stop saying “overweight”

Olivia Omura
Columnist

______________________________________

Throughout my long and
fruitful life, I have heard, read and
participated in many discussions
involving body size. Some people
have the worst intentions and may
be broken beyond repair—like the
person who told me, scathingly,
that I look like the lovechild of
Jerry Seinfeld and the Pillsbury
Doughboy. This article is not meant
for them, as I imagine it would be
difficult to read in the total darkness of their Troll Cave. Yet, others have all the good intentions
in the world and still manage to
churn out horrifically offensive and
dehumanizing remarks regarding
body size.
I’ve always had a bone to pick
with “normal.” There is no “normal” when it comes to body size;
one look at the infinite diversity
of human bodies will tell you as

much. If you have a body, it is normal sized. “Normal” simply refers
to a distribution, with your body
falling somewhere along a curve.
It also implies the presence of an
“abnormal,” which can be used to
pathologize body size, grouping us
into “diseased” and “non-diseased”
based on nothing but a number. If
what you mean to say is “healthy,”
then that term can encompass a
vast array of body sizes, not just
the ones you find aesthetically
appealing. If you mean “average,”
well, I’ve got some news for you:
the average is closer to a size 16
than a six. Let’s leave the statistics
out of our discussion of bodies.
Worse yet are the dreaded
O-words. Talk about pathologizing
body size! Over what weight, exactly? The O-words may have had their
place in the dusty scientific texts of
the past, but nowadays, they are
used to further weight stigma and
contribute to the marginalization

of larger people in our society. The
Body Mass Index (BMI) is history
and so are these outdated terms
for our bodies. These need to be
phased out of our lexicon ASAP.
People sometimes use words
like “overweight” out of ignorance,
but also to send a message: “You
are different and it makes me
uncomfortable.” They think that
by pointing out someone’s body
size, they might incite them to
change their ways and become less
uncomfortable to behold. Well, I
have some news for you, buddy: we
know. We know what our bodies
look like. And we do not need your
assessment of it, ever, for any reason. Instead of pointing out those
differences, sit with your discomfort until you realize that it reflects
more on you and your biases than
anyone else.
Part of my work in dismantling internalized fatphobia has
been to stop relying on comfort-

able terms when what I mean to
say is uncomfortable for some
people. For example, I exchange
“chubby,” an infantilizing word I
associate with puppies and toddlers, for “fat” or “larger-bodied.” I
refer to smaller people as “straightsized,” which implies clothing sizes
smaller than XL, or “thin spectrum,” which acknowledges that
the definition of thin involves a
range of bodies. Many people reap
the benefits of thin privilege, even
when they are not considered thin
by everyone they encounter.
These terms do not attempt
to disguise the readily apparent
fact that bodies come in different
sizes. We should be able to name
those differences without tiptoeing around discomfort and sugarcoating our terminology. Changing
the way we talk about bodies is not
about being politically correct or
some notion of unnecessary politeness; rather, it is about recogniz-

ing that some things we do hurt
people, even if we don’t perceive
them as hurtful ourselves.
Much like gender pronouns,
it is up to the individual to decide
the terms with which they are
comfortable. Some people prefer
to describe their bodies as “chubby” and loathe the word “fat.” For
some, certain words can trigger
memories of trauma. Therefore, it
is best to ask whether people are
okay with a certain term before
using it. I believe in reclaiming the
words that have been used to hurt
us, thus making it more difficult to
be hurt by them in the future. They
comment, “You’re fat!” We respond,
“Tell me something I don’t know!”
In a perfect world, we could
describe our bodies with all the
neutrality of our shoe size or glasses prescription. By taking steps
toward that goal, we may one day
rid ourselves of the power these
small words hold over us.
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Michele Haeberlin
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Factory work. I went into it
with really absurd expectations.
Indirectly, I have experienced factory work throughout all of my
life, but directly, I knew nothing of
it up until last winter. My grandpa and my father both worked in
factories—my father was a parttime assembly worker to help pay
tuition and my grandpa was a fulltime worker who spent long shifts
earning the money to support his
five children.
Last winter, my dad decided
the few odd jobs I do while off from
college were not sufficient to help
pay for Lawrence. In case you have
not noticed, this school is freaking
expensive. Of course he was right.
I will admit when he “strongly
suggested” that I work as a seasonal temp at a factory job, I was
pretty surprised. My work experiences up until last winter consisted
mainly of food service like waitressing and cooking and simple
jobs like babysitting and tutoring.
I thought of how tired my grandpa looked and the long hours he
worked doing hard manual labor at
his job, and I felt very intimidated.
I could not picture myself leaving
a job where I wore aprons with
cheerful sunflowers on them and
served fruit pancakes loaded with
whipped cream to my regulars for
a job in a warehouse.

Collars and jobs

Before I started working at
Broan, I had an image of factory workers as rough, tired folks
who were sturdy and hardened
by the kind of work they had to
do. I pictured my workplace as a
giant abandoned airplane hangar
with various mechanical instruments and wires strewn about in
a dingy and dimly lit cement tomb.
There would be one giant assembly
line upon which everyone would
be intently focused as they constructed the various parts of the
engine fans Broan makes. In the
corner would be a surveyor, alert
to anyone who might be slacking
off, yelling out harsh reprimands.
At the lunch break, everyone would
stare sadly at their white bread
with peanut butter and jelly and be
almost too tired to eat their meager
meals.
Thankfully, this was not my
experience while working at Broan.
I walked in on my first day to a
clean and brightly lit warehouse
with visibly labeled sections where
different workers did jobs ranging from simple assembly work to
skilled jobs such as welding. There
were assembly lines and we did
have surveyors who helped make
sure we were not slacking off,
but they were not scary or overly
harsh with their comments. The
lunch break was a much-needed
30 minutes after over five hours
of standing in exactly one spot,
and it was filled with the chatter

and bustle of any regular cafeteria.
Unfortunately, I did not find that
factory food was any better than
the sad PB&J I had dreamed up.
Working at Broan was an
extremely eye-opening experience
and I think one of the most important revelations I have had so far. I
met multiple people on my first day
who had various face tattoos and
missing fingers, hands and especially toes. It’s a running joke at
Broan that you can see how many
years someone has worked there
by counting how many toes they
are missing. A good number of the
workers were either ex-convicts or
on parole. But I met many wonderful people there who were kind
enough to share their life experiences with me, and I ended up
finding some similarities between
them and me.
One man I met while at Broan
was a welder who was easily over
6’3”, had a giant black beard, various tattoos and I believe, in total,
seven fingers. He had gotten in yet
another bar fight the week before I
started and had injured his hand so
badly that he could not go back to
welding for at least two months. So,
therefore, the supervisor put him
on the easiest job: assembly line.
He stuck out quite obviously from
the short, middle-aged women
who normally worked assembly.
His welder friends often came by
on breaks to tease him, which was
quite amusing. I learned from him

as we worked together that he had
dropped out of high school due to a
family death, then was forced into
factory work because he needed
money. He was engaged to a former Broan worker, but after finding out she had an affair with his
friend, he went “off the deep end,”
to put it in his words. He vandalized both her car and the car of his
friend after drinking heavily and
got pulled over and arrested when
trying to leave. Since then, he has
been struggling to stay off parole
and out of jail.
One thing he said stuck with
me so strongly I can still quote him
saying it. “Imagine waking up, let’s
say, two hours before work. You are
tired, but you need to eat so you get
up, heat up some leftovers and sit
in your empty living room watching the news. Then you go grab the
mail, look at all the bills and curse
a bit, shower and then it’s time for
work. After work, you are so tired
you go straight home and crash,
just to wake up and do it all over
again. This is your life. This is every
single day of your life. Maybe on
the weekends you drink to forget
how shitty your life is, but you still
have to wake up the next day for
work, and now with a hangover. It
never ends. There is no release, no
joy in life.”
He explained to me that once
you have a criminal record, applying for jobs outside of the factory is
almost impossible, not to mention

throwing the lack of a high school
diploma in the mix. His feeling of
isolation, suffering and entrapment
within a job and a lifestyle that he
felt he could never leave left me
greatly affected. He had to work in
order to survive, but he did not feel
like he was truly living.
Another truly remarkable
character I met at Broan was a
woman I will call Kathy. She told
me as we worked together how
she raised two daughters on her
own and got them into good colleges. When I asked how she could
afford such expensive universities,
she proudly stated that she works
two other jobs outside of Broan
as a gas station attendant and a
substitute teacher. When I asked
her when she sleeps, she stated she
usually has about four hours every
day after her teaching job ends
to sleep in her car before her job
starts at Broan as a second-shifter.
This kind of extreme dedication of
pushing yourself to the maximum
every single day for the sake of
others truly amazed me, until I
remembered that was exactly what
my grandpa did his entire life for
my family. For me.
Factory jobs may not be glamorous and glitzy, but they certainly
build character and teach a person
to respect the world around them
and the diverse and wonderful
people they find within it.

On The Cusp of Enlightenment: An Advice Column

Simone Levy

Columnist
________________________________________________________________________________________

Looking for answers? In need of advice from a Taurus-sun, Virgo-moon, Gemini-rising?
Think you can stump me? Email Simone at simone.a.levy@lawrence.edu with your own questions and you just might be featured in next week’s column.
Dear Simone,
Should I have a child?
Sincerely,
Claire

Dearest Claire,
Claire, you should absolutely have a child, but before you do, allow me to brief you on
some of the basics. The first thing you need to be concerned with is your child’s astrological sign. Their sign must be sympathetic to you and your partner’s respective signs, and you
should also be thinking about the kind of child you want to welcome into your life. For example, I recommend against actively trying to conceive a Leo baby, as Leos kind of suck a lot of
the time. I mean, not all Leos, you know, but like, come on. If you had the choice to not have
a Leo child, would you take it? I suggest not conceiving from late October to late November if
you want to avoid ending up with a Leo. In addition, if this is your first child, having a Scorpio
baby might not be the wisest decision due to their propensity toward insanity. If you do not
want a Scorpio baby, do not try for a baby in early February through early March, as you have
a high chance of birthing a Scorpio if you conceive anywhere between those two dates. Claire,
I think having a baby would be a wonderful thing. You just have to do it in a smart way.
Bonjour Simone,
Thoughts on the gymnastics European Championships in Szczecin, Poland? What
do you think about Mustafina not competing? Paseka’s vault? Mélanie De Jesus Dos Santos’
victory? Curious to hear your take on the competition.
Yours,
Bug
Bug,

I am so glad you asked! I have quite a few opinions on the eventful week in Szczecin.
I will begin with your question regarding Aliya Mustafina. While I am disappointed the
Russian Federation did not assign her to Euros, I think that sending Melnikova, Iliankova,

Simakova and Paseka made sense. In the exceedingly complex process of qualifying for the
Tokyo 2020 Olympics, I think this was a smart move. However, I think Mustafina could have
easily replaced Simakova on this comp, considering she did not do particularly well. But
Mustafina’s prowess lies in her bar work, and Iliankova and Melnikova had that on lock,
especially considering their medals in the uneven bars final. Sticking with the topic of Russia,
I thought Paseka’s vault was flawed beyond belief. Her Amanar is beautiful and is only getting better, do not get me wrong. You would not know she recently underwent extensive back
surgery, and she looks amazing on her Yurchenko entry. But her Cheng was miserable. She
starfish-ed the block onto the table and her legs were a tornado in the air. It was very sloppy
and did not deserve the score she received. For the record, she received an 8.5 E-score, or
execution score, out of a possible 10, but I counted far more deductions than she was given.
Her E-score should not have surpassed eight, and the judges should be held accountable for
this screwy scoring. Mélanie DJDS is a superstar and I am so happy that she did well at Euros!
She was so clean and really deserved the win. I see her as an all-around medal contender,
maybe even in Tokyo, so we will just have to see where she takes it from here. Overall, a great
competition and I look forward for more this season.
Dear Simone,
Hi! I am only a toddler so I know I have more time, but I am desperate to be taller
than I currently am. What can I do?
Lovingly,
Mary Bethany

Dear MB,
I have a few answers for you. The first one is surgery. My mom has really bad back
problems and had to get spinal fusion. She was five-feet tall before the surgery and after it,
she gained a half of an inch. She later shrank back down to five feet, but while it lasted, she
enjoyed all the pleasures of tallness. Another idea is something that I personally have tried
and it has not worked out for me, but it might for you: drink milk. Not any of that oat-soyalmond-piss-bean milk or whatever the L*BERALS are drinking these days, but real, fresh,
hot, steaming cow juice squeezed from a bovine teat teeming with unpasteurized ardor. I
think calcium is supposed to make you taller? Anyway, I tried it for the first 16 years of my
life—drinking a glass of milk every morning—and I am still short. Not like Simone Bilesshort, but like Simone Levy-short, if you know what I mean. But Beth, I wish you the best of
luck in your growth endeavors.
Signed,
Simone
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What is your favorite bathroom?
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“Mine.”
— Alejandra Alarcon

“My favorite bathrooms are the ones that
are inclusive to trans people.”
— Quentin Washington

Staff Editoral

continued from page 10
This may sound like a huge
task, but in reality, it just starts
with changing signs. Initially, bathrooms that currently have urinals
would have their signs replaced
regardless to help start the culture shift. As funds are raised for
renovations, the bathrooms would
be converted to have stalls. Many
people are also genuinely concerned about the risk of different
forms of assault in gender inclusive
bathrooms, but Ambrosius noted
that in reality, “[...] they have done
studies and there is a zero percent
increase in physical, sexual or ver-

Human Req.

continued from page 10
subjects of ethnic studies and gender studies as I have. Rather, I find
that I have a much better grasp
of what is hurting people in our

“I like the second floor of Warch
because no one’s ever in there and it’s
clean.”
— Sofia Sirugo

“The Delt bathroom.”
— Nolan Spencer

Members of
the Associated
Collegiate
Press

“My favorite bathroom is the one
by the elevator on the first floor of
Wriston.”
— Maddie Whitehead

“It’s the Hurvis one.”
— Lukasz Dziewiątkowski

bal assaults in those restrooms.
In fact, [risk of assault] actually
goes down for [LGBTQ+] people.”
This carries into another goal of
GIFT, which is the process of educating people on these issues to
help change the culture. Through
informational meetings in residence halls, GIFT aims to address
people’s concerns and give them
the facts. Ambrosius acknowledged
that some people will still believe
what they choose to believe, but
once the information is out there,
that becomes their choice to either
accept it or ignore it.
Both
Ambrosius
and
Washington are optimistic however, because of the general student and faculty support of these
issues and the consensus on them.

Washington added that, “[...] hopefully over time, when we do implement these changes, the culture
will change. Incoming students
won’t know all the steps it took
to get these facilities, but they will
appreciate having them. There will
probably be even more transgender and nonbinary people who will
say, ‘Hey, I just want to pee!” and
they should have spaces that aren’t
in a basement or in an attic.”
Young LGBTQ+ students need
a campus that is safe and comfortable, since they might not get
that same type of support at home
or any other place. We hope that
Lawrence embraces a shift towards
a fully gender-inclusive campus.

society and a better understanding
of what it means to be a kind and
caring human being. At the end of
the day, I find that far more helpful than any other general education requirement because it has
so much more potential beyond
just finding a job. We often forget

that the purpose of college is not
to get the most high-paying job we
can possibly find. The purpose of
college is to learn, and if we cannot
foster an environment of learning
how to navigate the contentious
issues of race and gender, then I
think that we have failed.
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